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experience.
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PRODUCT 
OVERVIEW
TELEWARE COMMUNICATION MANAGER IS A BUSINESS 
CONFIGURED AND CONTROLLED CLOUD COMMUNICATIONS 
SOLUTION, PROVIDING A SIMPLE AND FLEXIBLE TOOL  
TO MANAGE COMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITY.

In today’s demanding markets the need to provide a ‘best in class’ customer experience 
is vital if a business is to flourish.  Businesses know that there is a correlation between 
the quality of their customer communications and profitability.

As businesses focus on improving the customer experience, they must also adapt 
to modern working models.  With the rise of flexible working trends, businesses 
need a way to maintain visibility of all communication activity both in and out of their 
organisation and manage these in real time across all employees, departments, teams 
and locations.

TeleWare Communication Manager allows businesses to deploy their chosen working 
model and efficiently manage their customer interactions so that they can provide 
customers with the communication experiences they demand.  

TeleWare Communication Manager is a business configured and controlled cloud 
based communications solution.  The solution provides organisations with routing and 
managements tools, including visibility of all inbound and outbound communications.

The solution allows businesses to manage all their communications activity from one 
central place, giving businesses the ability to react in real time to situations and make 
immediate changes to their contact strategy based on real time or historic data.

The benefits of TeleWare Communication Manager can apply to most businesses, 
across a variety of sectors.  Examples include:

 > Small to medium businesses that need a holistic view of all their inbound and  
outbound communications.

 > Small teams within an organisation that communicate directly with customers using 
multiple channels, for example IT helpdesks, local government skilled departments.

 > Businesses with multiple departments/sites or with agile working methods that 
require a flexible, internally controlled solution at a manageable cost.

 > Companies requiring pop-up/ temporary contact centres.

TO ACQUIRE A NEW 
CUSTOMER THAN 
TO RETAIN EXISTING 
CUSTOMERS.* IT 
THEREFORE MAKES 
FINANCIAL SENSE TO 
INVEST IN IMPROVED 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE.

* FREDERICK REICHHELD OF BAIN & 
COMPANY

      IT COSTS

6 to 7
TIMES 
MORE
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REAL TIME MANAGEMENT OF 
COMMUNICATIONS
Dynamic management of customer facing staff to ensure 
that calls are answered quickly, from anywhere within the 
business.

 > Increase first call resolution to improve customer 
experience.

 > Ensures customer satisfaction levels can be maintained 
during busier periods.

 > Helps to ensure that call management SLA’s can be 
achieved.

REAL TIME STATISTICS DASHBOARD
Dashboards are configured by the business to display the 
information needed rather than static information. 

 > Informs the business of real time performance levels.
 > Helps to improve team and agent productivity.
 > SLA and staff alerts allow the business to respond to 

issues swiftly.

OFF THE SHELF FLEXIBLE PRODUCT
A range packages are available to suit business 
requirements.

 > A simple offering packaged to provide a full 
communications management solution - no add-ons 
are required.

 > Businesses can tailor the product to meet their 
requirements.

 > No managed service costs to make any changes.
 > An intuitive interface so users can configure the view 

which is most suitable for them. 
 

TELEPHONE SYSTEM AGNOSTIC
The solution can be deployed on any existing telephony 
system and across mixed estates.

 > Removes the need to invest in new telephony system.
 > No requirement to train up on new hardware.

FAST TO DEPLOY, INSTANTLY SCALABLE 
CLOUD SOLUTION

 > Simple pricing model and flexible contracting.
 > Ability to react rapidly to changing business needs, 

including scaling up/down when required.
 > Fast and easy to install.
 > No onsite software updates or maintenance.

 

CONFIGURED AND MANAGED IN-HOUSE
Administrators are able to configure and manage the 
solution in-house, empowering a business to configure the 
solution to suit their requirements

 > Businesses are able to react quickly to real-time situations.
 > Teams can be configured and populated in real time as 

required.
 

MOBILE/DEVICE OPTIMISED
 > Users are able to log into the interface from any 

location or device, enabling mobile working and unifying 
business communications. 

 > The solution can be used anywhere, creating a truly 
mobile solution that is responsive for all devices.

 > Business decisions can be made on the move using a 
laptop, tablet or mobile.

 > Supports mobile working as staff are managed and 
configured from one central place. 
 

AGENT ASSIST
Real time assistance alert for agents to get the help they 
need from a supervisor.

 > Improves customer experience.
 > Provides ‘on the job’ training and learning for agents.

FEATURES 
AND BENEFITS
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AGENT DESKTOP
 >  Allows agent to select which device they will be using, 

e.g. mobile, home or soft telephone.
 > Creates awareness of activity, helping to maximise 

agent time.
 > Call Line Identity (CLI) is presented for caller 

identification.
 > Enables mobile/home working with the full visibility of a 

virtual call centre. 

CONFIGURABLE AND FLEXIBLE 
SUPERVISOR DESKTOP

 > Supervisors are able to configure their dashboards with 
customisable data views.

 >  Supervisors have the data they need in real time, 
ensuring that agents are being fully utilised and 
assigned to the most valuable activities. 

 > Staff motivation – seeing their performance within 
teams and across teams drives motivation.

 > Ability to display activity information on a wall board. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE (IVR)
 > TeleWare’s easy to use IVR is included as part of the 

solution.
 > Calls are queued in the cloud ensuring that onsite 

equipment is not slowed down.  

REPORTING SERVICES
 > Reporting of real time and historic statistics for ongoing 

performance analysis, ultimately providing the customer 
with a better experience. 

FEATURES 
AND BENEFITS
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HOW IT WORKS
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AGENT

SUPERVISOR

Agent logs in to TeleWare 
Communication Manager.

Agent sets their  
location to receive calls.

Agent sets their 
status e.g. as ready /
not ready.

Agent is assigned a call. Agent deals 
with call. Live 
call statistics are 
displayed and 
captured for future 
reference.

Supervisor logs in to TeleWare 
Communication Manager.

Supervisor sets their  
location to receive calls.

Supervisor can view 
team performance.

The supervisor can view live statistics and 
amend their communications strategy, 
listen to a live call or whisper advice to an 
agent on a live call and if nessecary set 
themselves as an agent to receive calls.

TeleWare Communication Manager is deployed in conjunction with a TeleWare Interactive Voice Response (IVR) to give 
businesses a cloud based communications solution. All inbound and outbound voice communications can be managed from 
one central point within a web based user interface. An administrator function allows the business to configure and manage 
the solution in-house. Users are able to log into the interface from any location or device and register themselves as being 
available to respond to customer communications. 
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HOW IT WORKS
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ADMINISTRATOR

CUSTOMER

Administrator logs in to TeleWare 
Communication Manager.

Create a team of agents. Create status 
codes, e.g. ready/
unready.

Access to the IVR 
to build call flows.

Build queues in 
preparation for 
large call volumes. 
Queues can be 
assigned to specific 
teams.

View live 
statistics and 
create reports.

Customer makes a call. Call is passed into 
the TeleWare cloud 
and IVR software is 

activated.

Using the pre-
programmed options 
the caller selects where 
they want their call to 
be directed to.

If agents are busy 
the call is placed in a 
queue.

Agent is assigned call. The call and call 
statistics are 
captured and 
stored securely in 
the TeleWare cloud.

ADMINISTRATOR FUNCTIONS
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HOW IT WORKS
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AGENT VIEW FEATURES INCLUDE:
 > Call Line Identity (CLI) to inform the agent who is calling.
 > Agent status, reason code status when registered as 

unavailable and agent assist function to provide agents with 
additional support when required.

 > Make/transfer call functionality. 
 
 
 

SUPERVISOR VIEW FEATURES INCLUDE:
 > Configurable team wall boards including flexible data feeds.
 > Configurable supervisor screens (multiple) giving the 

supervisor increased visibility.
 > Team/agent management in real time to improve work flows 

and manage real time situations.
 > Agent assist, ability to listen to the live call and whisper advice 

to the agent, supporting the in-call experience for both callers 
and agents.

There are two views available within the interface, one for an agent and another for a supervisor.
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TELEWARE APPROACH
Every business has an ethos, a working philosophy. Think 
Beyond is ours. It’s the ideal that drives every one of us 
at TeleWare to achieve our common goal, to be the most 
creative communications technology partner in the world.

MAKING ANYTHING POSSIBLE
In everything we do, we ‘think beyond’ the confines of 
existing technologies to pioneer something new. To 
us, anything is possible. We are curious. We relish the 
freedom to explore challenges, uncover opportunities and 
lead the way forward. As a result, we don’t provide off the 
shelf products, we design solutions that meet the specific 
needs of partners and their customers.

A UNIQUE APPROACH
By approaching problems in a way that no one else 
does, we uncover key insights which drive us to an 
uncompromising, tailored solution that’s commercially 
beneficial. We delve deeper, nurturing ideas, tailoring 
technology, integrating, supporting and always evolving.

That’s how together, we help you discover new 
opportunities, connect with your customers and grow 
your business.

To find out more about how TeleWare can help your business discover,  
connect and grow, contact our Think Beyond team today:

+44 (0) 1845 526 830 | thinkbeyond@teleware.com | www.teleware.com

INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE (IVR)
An inbound call management system that 
offers a truly flexible and simple solution for 
the efficient and effective routing of calls.

SKYPE FOR BUSINESS RECORDING
All the functionality and benefits of Cloud 
and Mobile Voice Recording but for 
Skype for Business (formerly Lync) voice 
communications.

CLOUD CALL RECORDING
All the functionality and benefits of Mobile 
Voice and SMS Recording but based on fixed 
line calls.

INTELLIGENT NUMBER
Log in to any device in the world using a single 
number, providing complete functionality 
any time, anywhere.

MOBILE VOICE AND SMS RECORDING
IVR with reduced functionality when only basic 
routing is needed.

ABOUT
TELEWARE

ADDITIONAL
TELEWARE 
SOLUTIONS
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